2014 Fieldnet Lounge
feed × field: Considering social relations through feeding behaviors

Date: 28 February 2015, Sat, 10:00-18:00
10:00-12:00 (Closed meeting)
13:00-18:00 (Opened symposium)
Venue: Room 303 (Large Conference Room), Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa (ILCAA), Tokyo University of Foreign Studies (3-11-1, Asahi-cho, Fuchu-shi, Tokyo)
Language: Japanese

Program
10:00-12:00 Closed meeting

13:00-13:15 Opening Remarks
Greetings (Ryoko Nishii / ILCAA, On Fieldnet Lounge)
Objectives of this symposium and the key speech “Significance and possibility of the study about feeding behavior” (Michiko Sawano / Visiting Researcher, National Museum of Ethnology / Cultural Anthropology)

The first part
Session 1:
13:15-13:40  “Considering a life world of refugees through the feeding behavior”
Tadayuki Kubo (Senior Researcher, Kinugasa Research Organization, Ritsumeikan University / Cultural Anthropology)
13:40-13:50  Comment: Yasuaki Sato (Associate Professor, Faculty of Human Environment, Osaka Sangyo University / Anthropology)

Session 2:
13:50-14:15  “How Non-Muslims provide food to Muslims”
Mariko Arata (Associate Professor, "Gurunavi" Endowed Chair in Future Food, Tokyo Institute of Technology / Cultural Anthropology, Linguistic Anthropology, Food Culture Study, Indonesian Area Study)
14:15-14:25  Comment: Daisuke Yasui (Research Fellow of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science / Sociology, Social Anthropology)

Session 3:
14:25-14:50  “Food policy: the policies that shape who eats what, when and how”
Midori Hiraga (Ph.D. student, Graduate School of Economics, Kyoto University / International
Political Economy of Food, Food and Nutrition Policy
14:50-15:00 Comment: Motoki Akitsu (Associate Professor, Graduate School of Agriculture, Kyoto University / Sociology of Food and Agriculture, Agricultural and Food Ethics)

15:00-15:30 Discussions
15:30-15:45 Break time

The second part

Session 4
15:45-16:10 “Feeding in *Jane Eyre* and *Wuthering Heights*”
Akiko Kawasaki (Associate Professor, Faculty of Letters, Komazawa University / English Literature)
16:10-16:20 Comment: Moriyasu Tanaka (Research Fellow, Kinugasa Research Organization, Ritsumeikan University / Polish Literature, Comparative Literature)

Session 5
16:20-16:45 “Institutionalized ‘feeding’ – from a case of depressive stupor in a psychiatric hospital”
Naofumi Yoshida (The Head of Psychiatric Department, Tokyo Musashino Hospital / Clinical Psychiatry, Medical Anthropology)
16:45-16:55 Comment: Ayami Umemura (Research Fellow of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science / Social Anthropology)

Session 6
16:55-17:20 “Practices of food preparation and transformation of consciousness of pregnant women in contemporary Japanese society”
Yumi Ohbuchi (Postdoctoral Fellow, Graduate School of Humanities and Sciences, Nara Women's University / Sociology)
17:20-17:30 Comment: Yasuko Murata (Associate Professor, School of Sociology, Kwansei Gakuin University / Sociology, Gender Studies)

17:30-18:00 Discussions
18:00 Closing Remarks

Organizer: ILCAA
Convener: Michiko Sawano
Vice-convener: Ayami Umemura
Adviser: Daichi Ishimori (Associate Professor, Faculty of Sociology, Musashi University / Cultural Anthropology, Oceanic Studies)